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ABSTRACT

A simple method to calculate the homogenized diffusion coefficient for a lattice cell using

Monte-Carlo techniques is demonstrated. The method relies on modelling a finite reactor volume

to induce a curvature in the flux distribution, and then follows a large number of histories to

obtain sufficient statistics for a meaningful result. The goal is to determine the diffusion

coefficient with sufficient accuracy to test approximate methods built into deterministic lattice

codes. Numerical results are given.

Introduction

Recent advances in computer hardware have led to the point that detailed simulation of nuclear

processes by analog Monte-Carlo is viable for large assemblies; in other words, sufficient neutron

histories can be followed to produce a reasonable estimate of flux and current, not just in a

lattice cell, but in a collection of such cells. With this capability comes the possibility of

calculating quantities by high-precision Monte-Carlo methods that have never before been

feasible.

In the mathematical experiment reported here, a 37-element CANDU2 bundle fuelled with

natural uranium at zero burnup was replicated twelve times end-to-end, to represent a CANDU

1 milgramm@crl.aecl.ca

2CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered trademark
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reactor fuel channel in an MCNP [1] model. The channel was penultimately terminated by a thick

slab of iron of 'small statistical importance', and ultimately by a void of zero importance. The

radial structure of fuel pins, pressure tube and coolant was faithfully modelled, with a reflective

boundary in the moderator at the square lattice half-pitch, and another at the mid-point of the

channel in a plane perpendicular to the channel axis, commensurate with the four-fold azimuthal

symmetry perpendicular to, and two-fold symmetry along, the channel axis.

The effect of this procedure was to generate the equivalent of the classical 'one-dimensional'

reactor core terminated axially by an infinite absorber, which is the standard model incorporated

into reactor lattice codes that accept as input the 'axial buckling'. By constraining the model to

a finite region, a curvature is induced in the axial flux distribution, from which it is possible to

accurately determine the axial flux profile, as would be done by an experimenter using activation

foils. More importantly, it is also possible to tally the neutron forward and backward currents

crossing selected cutting planes perpendicular to the channel axis, and so obtain a reasonably

accurate value of the 'net neutron current' over a plane as a function of axial position. The ratio

of the observed current and the gradient of the fitted flux at the same position defines the

homogenized "diffusion coefficient" for the lattice cell. This is not a quantity that could be

obtained experimentally with activation foils, since the net neutron current is not observable. The

technique thus contrasts with other methods [2] of calculating diffusion coefficients in an infinite

cell using Monte-Carlo methods.

Although not a practical method of determining diffusion coefficients for production runs,

because of the inordinate amount of computer time required, this does give a means of checking

the calculation of diffusion coefficients by a deterministic code using less fundamental means.

Analysis

The crux of the analysis focusses on the fundamental definition of diffusion coefficient:

J = -DV<|> (I)

where J is the net current crossing a surface and (j> is the neutron flux over that same surface.

There are two important points:
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1) The gradient V<j» cannot be tallied, but comes from a 'best fit' to a model flux distribution; and

2) The net current J is the difference of two opposing currents crossing the surface

J = J+ - J. (2)

so any determination of J is subject to error because of fluctuations in each of J+ and J. .

Thus the determination of D requires a model that will generate a flux that can be fitted with

sufficient accuracy to obtain a gradient, and a set of currents crossing a surface such that a

difference can be computed that has meaningful statistical accuracy.

To satisfy the first requirement, observe that the population of neutrons crossing a test area

within a finite lattice cell bounded by reflective planes can be enhanced by decreasing the volume

of the cell, for a constant number of neutron histories tracked and for the same path length. This

can be accomplished in the case of a CANDU channel by simply decreasing the channel length,

but maintaining the same lattice (radial) pitch and geometry.

Since the diffusion coefficient D is mainly a 'material' property, the reduction in absolute

volume will increase the axial leakage from the cell, but only affect the radial neutron flux

distribution to second order near the channel ends, because of increased competition between

axial leakage and absorption. This effect can be measured by testing the factorization of flux in

the radial and axial directions (does the axial distribution remain constant at different radii within

the cell?). Because the ratio of fuel to moderator is maintained, the overall physics of the cell

will not be significantly affected. In the results to be reported, three channels of half-length 60,

125, and 300 cm were modelled at conditions of both void and operating coolant density.

To meet the second requirement, a more complete physical picture of a lattice cell is helpful.

Consider a surface over which two current tallies are accumulated in two different cosine bins

( -1 to 0) for J+ and (0 to +1) for J.. Since the mean-free-path of a neutron in D2O moderator

is several tens of centimeters, each neutron that crosses a tally plane and contributes to the J+

tally will likely cross the same tally plane in the opposite direction, and thereby contribute to the

J. tally. This is particularly true near the centre of the channel, where the statistics are best

(highest flux) because the net current J vanishes. In the language of random processes, the two

tallies are expected to be highly correlated.
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If the statistical errors in the tallies of J+ and J. are represented by deviations o* and a. ,

respectively, then the deviation a(±) in the sum or difference J* ± J. is well-known:

a(±)2 = a+
2 + o.2 ± 2a+. (3)

where o+. is the covariance and measures the degree of correlation between the two tallies. In

the case of two perfectly correlated tallies, o+
2 = a.2 = o+. and the difference tally deviation c(-),

belonging to the quantity J in Eq. (2) vanishes. Paradoxically, this suggests that, near the centre

of the channel, where the difference between currents disappears and the difference of two nearly

equal quantities must be evaluated, estimates of J with the smallest errors will be found.

However, the currents will be partially correlated elsewhere, and so the determination of a

meaningful statistical difference over other axial tally planes is not an insurmountable task.

The problem then is that of determining an estimate of the covariance o t . needed for Eq. (3),

since the prediction of this quantity is not a standard feature of the MCNP computer code.

Fortunately, it turns out that it is possible to evaluate a+. in a simple way. A standard tally

available with any MCNP run is the sum of two or more sub-tallies. In this case I have obtained

J+ and J. from standard cosine bin tallies, as well as the tally of the sum J+ + J.. It is a simple

matter to show that the variance ax+y
2 of any tally of the sum of two quantities x, and y, (in this

case (J+ + J.)), which is calculated from general tally quantities in the usual way [1]:

ax+y
2 = Av[(x+y)2] - [Av(x+y)]2 (4)

can also be expressed in terms of the variances of the individual tallies and the covariance a^:

<W = °* + o,a + 2axy (5)

As a result, the covariance c+. (geneially oxy) is available by comparing the calculated deviations

associated with each of the three standard tallies J+, J. and (J+ + J.) and so Eq. (3) and the

deviation in J can be estimated. In the MCNP code, the only difficulty arises from the fact that

the values of deviations that appear in the standard printed tallies do not have enough significant

digits to permit this calculation to be done; a trivial correction to the subroutine MCTALW must

be applied to increase the number of digits of the error estimates in the tally files.
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Similarly, it is possible to obtain estimates for the "diffusion coefficient" D, in the illh

substructure (e.g., a fuel pin) of the cell by tallying the net currents and the neutron flux across

cutting planes that only tally quantities in these substructures using the segmenting features of

MCNP. Thus D, can be obtained for individual substructures, and their sums (e.g., fuel pins on

a common pitch circle), assuming that the currents between different substructures are not

correlated, since the covariance is not easily found. This is a conservative assumption. The

identification of D, is based on the premise that the flux factorizes (V<|) / § = V<j), / <)>, for any

substructure i) so D, satisfies the diffusion equation for sub-structures

J, = - D, V h (6a)

D = E, V, 4, D, / £, V, <fc (6b)

The importance of evaluating D, arises from an interest in checking deterministic methods of

calculating diffusion coefficients in a lattice code. For example, the Benoist model [3] says that

a cell diffusion coefficient Dk
c<:11 in the direction k is given by the flux and volume weighted sum:

D k
c c l l = £ , V , 4>, DlJC / E , V, «t>, (7)

where the quantities D,k may be thought of as 'directed diffusion coefficients' for a region "i":

D,k * i ; a, P,JJt/3 , (8)

Pljk are the directed first-flight collision probabilities between region "i" and all other regions " j " ,

and Xj is the transport mean free path in region " j" . The substructures in the Monte-Carlo code

and regions of a deterministic code can be made to correspond, so MCNP determinations of D;

in Eq. (6a) woulci be directly comparable with the calculation of Dilc in Eq. (8) using a

deterministic code, because of the obvious parallels between Eqs. (6b) and (7).

Having established that the evaluation of J is not a statistical impossibility, the means by

which the gradient of the flux V<j> of Eq. (6a) and (1) can be found remains to be determined.

There are three possibilities, all of which relate to evaluating the 'best fit' to the tallied axial flux

distribution. The obvious method suggests that one emulate the experimentalist with activation

foils, who, when determining axial flux profiles, would fit her tabulated results along the channel
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z axis to a cosine centered about the channel midplane (omitting the last few endpoints) and

determine a value of the axial buckling Bz
 2 from a fit to the flux, assuming the relationship

4> = fo cos B2 z. (9)

The second and third methods are similar, but rely on no physical model:

- fit (j>(z) with cubic splines which automatically gives the slope at each of the fitting points;

- fit 4>(z) by a least-squares polynomial at least three degrees lower in order than the fitted

number of points.

The latter methods have the advantage that they give the slope of <j> at all points along the

channel, including those near the end, and so generate position-dependent diffusion coefficients

that would reproduce the true transport flux, if they were to be fed into a diffusion code together

with an appropriate boundary condition. The first method can be used to determine a constant

value of D that is representative of the diffusion flux only by extrapolation from the region of

the fit. If this value of D and an appropriate boundary condition were to be fed into a diffusion

code, a cosine flux coincident with that observed in the central region would be obtained. Note

that the use of extrapolated boundaries will not affect this result. Since this schema is the usual

way in which lattice and diffusion codes would be coupled in a realistic calculation, it is of

interest to determine whether the diffusion coefficient is significantly position-dependent along

the channel axis.

Results

The procedure discussed above has been used to calculate diffusion coefficients for CANDU

channels of three different lengths with and without coolant voiding. Figure 1 shows the spatial

dependence of the homogenized D using the shortest channel length at both voided and cooled

conditions. Three different methods of calculating V<J> were used, as discussed above; note the

spatial dependence near the channel ends for the latter two met̂ <- ds. Error bars and a horizontal

line stretching between points at half the cutting-plane spat _, from either end represent 95%

confidence limits that the corresponding diffusion coefficient is a constant (only O with estimated

errors of less than 10%, contributed to this calculation), and show that the spatial dependence is

significant. Figure 2 shows results similar to those of Figure 1, except that only the longest
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channel length was used. However, substructure results for D, are also depicted here for those

regions outside the pressure tube. The 'bundle average" results should be contrasted with those

of Figure la at half the number of particles tracked, and demonstrate how the use of the shorter

channel length improves the statistics. The results for the "gas annulus" are very good because

of the large number of neutrons that stream through this region. Figure 3 shows how the

homogenized value of D, averaged axially, converges as a function of the number of histories

tracked for the longest channel using the cosine method to fit to V<J>. The results are very good

for small numbers of histories, suggesting that the errors may be overestimated. The same

methods may be used to investigate^] the energy dependence of D.
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